
Wuhan domestic waste
sorting competition themed
"turning waste into treasure"
was held in Qiaokou District
and Wuhan Economic and
Technological Development
Zone (WEDZ) on June 27.
The competition was broadcast
live by Changjiang Daily.
Hundreds of citizens
participated in the competition,
and tens of thousands of
netizens watched it online.

At Wuhan No. 4 Middle
School, 50 sets of handicrafts
made from recyclable waste

attracted wide attention. These
works not only demonstrate
imagination but also present
technological innovation. A
small sports car made from
discarded pipes, by students at
Hongqicun Primary School,
can run in real life.

In Junshan Sub-district,
WEDZ, residents learned
about sorting waste by
watching an environmental
fashion show, tai chi
performance, and other
entertaining programs.
"Through the activities, we

learned that garbage should be
distributed in a separate way,
the production of waste should
be reduced and resources
should be saved," said
the residents.

According to an urban
management staffer, garbage in
Wuhan is currently divided into
the following four categories:
kitchen (wet), other (dry),
recyclable, and harmful waste.
He specifically mentioned that
food deliveries and takeout
generated more garbage and
must be carefully sorted.

Citizens embrace garbage
sorting as new lifestyle

By Tao Changning

Chinese-American
teenagers learn local culture
By Hu Xuexuan

Forty-three Chinese-American
teenagers from California, U.S.,
gathered at the Wanlin Museum of
Wuhan University on June 25 for a
10-day summer camp. They visited
cities like Wuhan, and Yichang.

Deng Tong, from San
Francisco, said that her grandparents
were in Wuhan. She has been
longing to visit the Yellow Crane
Tower and the East Lake Greenway,
and this summer camp gave her the
chance.

Zhang Quan, the camp's leading
teacher, is the principal of a
Chinese language school in southern
California. "I'm a graduate of
Zhongnan University of Economics
and Law. My husband is a graduate
of Huazhong University of Science
and Technology. This summer camp
can help overseas Chinese-American
teenagers to know more about local
culture," She said. These teenagers
came to understand more about
local food and folk culture in an
easy and friendly way through it.

Garden Expo Park extends
its operating time
By Yang Xiaoyu

Wuhan Garden Expo Park
announced on June 26 that it will
be open to tourists until 9 p.m.
from July 1 to September 1.

During this period, the park will
also launch a series of activities,
including a cultural festival featuring
bamboo beds to be held in the east
square from July 5, a music festival
in the south square every Saturday
and Sunday evening from July 27 to
September 1, and the water festival
in the north square from July 1 to
August 15.

Visitors can enjoy the lotus
flower scenery, experience the
bamboo-bed culture, watch outdoor
movies, take part in the water play
and enjoy night jogging.

The Social Welfare Home
of Hanyang District launched
a charity event on June 26.
Six 70-year-old ladies from
the Silver Hair Model Art
Troupe performed a fashion
show for those in the welfare
home.

One team member, He
Houqin, said the primary
mission of the troupe is to
provide a platform for the
seniors to enjoy themselves.
The ability to dance is not a
prerequisite to join the team
as one can learn to do it
gradually. On that morning,
they had a fashion show
around Yuehu Lake. Then in

the afternoon, they put on
white evening gowns and gray
wigs, and elegantly performed
at the Social Welfare Home
of Hanyang District. Wang

Yiyu, also 70 years old, was
the choreographer. Belying
their years, the members were
energetic and excited at
rehearsal and in performance.

Septuagenarians perform for peers
By Yang Fan

Various works made from garbage. Photos by Xu Weiwei

Ladies in the Silver Hair Model Art Troupe Photo by Yang Fan

Visitors enjoy themselves at the park.
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